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Winter has finally given way to  
summer throughout the state. Snow 
yet clings to the high country but  
migrating wildlife, newborn critters 
and warm temperatures are sure 
signs that the season of plenty is in 
full swing. Personally, I’ve been hard at 
work catching and collaring mule deer 
fawns in hopes of pinning down the 
reasons for their decline over the last 
30 or so years. As many of you are 
probably out enjoying the bit of field 
work that you still get to do, I’m 
amazed that I have a job that lets me 
be outside chasing critters to help  
understand more about them and  
improve their management. 

 
The chapter has been working hard on several issues since the last update. Holly Copeland is hard 
at work to make sure that the meeting this year is one of the best yet. Don’t forget to get  
November 15-17 on your calendars so that you can attend, and be sure to look for an  
announcement/call from Holly in the not too distant future. Along those same lines, the Parent 
conference in Raleigh, NC is in mid-October and hopefully many of you are able to attend. 
 
The board and committees, especially Science Committee, are keeping a close eye on several  
important topics throughout the state that will have an impact on many of our lives/work. Stay 
tuned for more information in the coming months. 
 
Above all, hopefully you are all able to get out and enjoy the summer months. Not just cram all the 
possible field work that you can but get in some time with family/friends for the few short months 
of summer. For my part, I know there are a bunch of deer that might be wishing winter would 
come a bit sooner this year… 
 
 
        Matt Hayes, WYTWS President 

A Few Words from the 

President... 
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Since the winter newsletter, the Board met via webinar/conference call on February 16. 
Below is a list of some of the topics discussed and decisions made. Board meetings are 
open to the membership, so participation is always welcome! For complete meeting 
minutes, please contact Daly Edmunds at dedmunds@audubon.org.  
 

 The WYTWS-WLCI Conference was a success, bringing in about $8,000 in profits 

 

 President-elect Holly Copeland continues to work with the Society for Range Management on developing the 
2016 Conference.  Current options for workshops include arts in sciences, GIS, ESDs (to be led by SRM), and 
possibly GIS, R, and relations databases, plus possible field trip to Heart Mountain Ranch or Sunlight Basin.  
Banquet will likely be at the Draper Museum with possible keynote speaker/life-coach Shelli Johnson 

 

 Science Committee continues to provide comments, including on the WGFD draft CWD plan and federal plan to 
delist brucellosis as a select agent. 

 

 Communications Committee—chapter website is now supervised by Parent with plans to poll membership to 
determine preferred form of media. 

 

 Legislative Affairs – Bills moving quick, suggested to organize members before session to attend.  Also suggested 
to conduct a panel discussion with student chapter on the influence of elected officials on wildlife management. 

 

 Student Chapter – New officers were elected, WYNND along with others have offered student volunteer 
opportunities,  the Communications Committee continued to pass along announcements to Ian for the student 
listserv, and student chapter was to attend a winter ecology field course at Yellowstone. 

 

 Fellowship – Co-coordinators Daly and Therese solicited potential applicants along with follow-up phone 
interviews expected in late March.  Daly and Matt were to continue strategizing on soliciting a Commissioner’s 
Tag to fund the next fellow. 

 

 Nominations/Awards – Gary Fralick stepped up as chair with potential to help review scholarships.  Thanks Gary! 

 

 New Business – The board discussed potential 2 to 3-day workshops such as R, Databases, and GIS, as well as 
continued discussion of sponsoring a WYTWS to attend the Early Career Professional Working Group’s conflict 
resolution workshop at the Parent conference in Raleigh.  The 2016 operating budget was also finalized at 
$30,000, up from $22,200 in 2015 thanks to extra profits from the 2015 conference and resulting addition of 
more graduate student scholarships, travel scholarships for both students and professional, and monies needed 
for the 2016 conference in Cody.  

        
      

    WY TWS BOARD 

    MEETING:  

    SPRING BULLETS  

Daly Edmunds, WYTWS Secretary  
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WYTWS Fellowship: Helping Prepare 

Future Wildlife Professionals 

The WY-TWS Fellowship is a summer program that has been in 
place since 2012.  The purpose is to promote development of well-
rounded future wildlife professionals by mentoring students while 
providing exemplary paid opportunities in the wildlife profession.  
The lucky selected individuals get exposed to a myriad of complex, 
hands-on, real-world educational and networking opportunities 
that typically require years of effort to acquire. 
 
We are excited to introduce our fifth WY-TWS Fellow, Jace 
Cussins. Jace Cussins just wrapped-up his junior year at the 
University of Wyoming, where he’s pursuing his Bachelor of 
Science degree in Wildlife Biology and Management and getting a 
double major in Environmental and Natural Resources.  He may be 

a familiar face to you as he attended The Wildlife Society’s conference in Winnipeg and our annual 
meeting in Lander last year! 
 
The interview panel was impressed by a solid group of applicants this year, but Jace stood out.  Jace 
may be soft spoken, but he is a motivated individual whom we expect to see go far in the wildlife 
field.  In addition to a strong grade point average, he is involved with extra-curricular activities at 
school (President of the Student Chapter of TWS) and in the community (received numerous 
community awards).  He’s also had several internships at UW (WY Range Mule Deer Project and 
invertebrate work) and volunteered on a range of field projects to gain experience, including otter 
surveys, deer captures, and moose tracking. 
 
In his application essay, Jace noted:  
“Through the fellowship I hope to get a broad range of opportunities that I can learn from and that 
can influence my professional future. The fellowship will help me achieve my goals by giving me 
firsthand experience with field work, communicating with others on wildlife topics, and enlightening 
me with new ideas and possibilities. I also hope to learn how wildlife organizations work with each 
other, private land owners, and the public. I want to gain experience with different aspects of wildlife 
and determine what in the wildlife field truly drives me.” 
 
Since starting at the end of May, he’s shadowed a variety of folks, including U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service’s Lizzy Mack (building enclosures for and releasing Wyoming Toads) and University of 
Wyoming’s Todd Cornish (necropsies of bighorn sheep and mule deer)!  Jace will be traveling around 
the state through August 23, and there are a few openings we still need to fill.  If you’d like to have 
Jace shadow you for a day or two, please contact Daly Edmunds (dedmunds@audubon.org) ASAP. 
 
 
                          D. Edmunds, WYTWS Fellowship Chair 

Jace Cussins, 2016 WYTWS Fellow, displays 
proper netting technique during amphibian 
surveys in southeast Wyoming.  
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Greetings faithful followers of The Method.   Apologies, that sounds 
rather cultish.  I’ve struggled with this update... in the past few months 
I’ve been witness to “Science” being wielded as a sword, or actually 
more like a bludgeon, depending on personal opinion and bias.  As  
humans we are inherently biased, but as scientists we strive to  
remove predispositions through adherence to those tenets we 
learned about and ascribed to throughout our careers.  I say this not 

as a doom and gloom subject, but one cannot ignore the change in barometric pressure suggesting a 
storm’s a brewin’ in the wildlife profession.  Oddly enough, people have been having this  
conversation since humans starting studying the intricacies of the universe, and it will continue until 
this wondrous rock we inhabit is a smoldering heap… 
 
I would be remiss if I did not take a moment to remember and acknowledge Jack Ward Thomas who 
very recently passed away.  Rarely do people come along with such an impact to the real world and 
wildlife conservation, and while you will be missed, your legacy will live on forever! 
 
The Science Committee will be busy over the next few weeks, reviewing two major projects that 
will potentially impact wildlife in Wyoming – these final comments will be posted on our website, 
and I will discuss in our next update.  In the meantime, I hope people are getting out in the prairies, 
ridgelines, and bogs; reminding their souls why we got into this field.  The littlest creature can have 
the most profound impact -- and remind us of our insignificance.  It’s not a black and white world we 
live in; we evolved to see color for a reason – remember to take off the blinders when you’re  
experiencing the marrow of the earth. 
         Watch yer top knot...D. Thompson 

  WYTWS Science Committee:  

  The Method and The Madness 

Dan Thompson, WGFD Trophy Game 
Supervisor  and Science Committee Chair.  

The Wyoming Chapter of The Wildlife Society strives to: 
 

 Provide an organization of wildlife management professionals from which  
    statements affecting wildlife can be made exclusive of  agency limitations. 
 

 Provide for the exchange of ideas and information between wildlife workers without 
agency consideration. 

 

 To strengthen The Wildlife Society, its objectives and goals. 
 

 To promote and provide for intradisciplinary communication and training to keep 
abreast of modern needs and technological developments. 

 

 To promote awareness of  and continued improvement in wildlife management. 
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If you spend enough time in the 
woods, you will be gifted with 
some amazing wildlife experiences. 
A couple of weeks ago, I had one 
of those encounters I will vividly  
remember for the rest of my days.  
 

A friend had told me about a bull elk carcass he had come across mostly submerged in the Snake River while on a 
recent float. I decided to look in on the carcass when I had time, knowing there were grizzlies in the area, but  
nothing had visited it for over a week.  
 
Finally, after ten days the carcass had been moved a couple hundred yards downstream and pulled onto a gravel bar. 
However, there were only eagles and ravens on it as I watched for a while until the sun went down. When I arrived 
at first light the next morning, I glassed it from a distance and a large grizzly had taken on the arduous task of  
swimming it across the river. I tried to imagine the strength it would take to drag, and then swim, a 700-pound  
carcass across a big, swift-moving river. It was awesome to watch, to say the least!  
 
Unfortunately, I was too far away for good photographs, so I decided to move up river to a better vantage, but still 
safely across the river from the carcass. I arrived at the new location after a 30 minute hike, which included a stream 
crossing. The bear was nowhere to be found. Assuming the bruin had just laid down for a nap, I decided to hang out 
and wait for its return.  
 
After about an hour, I caught some  
movement just downstream on my side of 
the river where the carcass had been  
laying before the bear moved it. It was a 
black wolf! It sniffed around the gravel bar, 
found a few scraps to chew on, and then 
moved on. Again, it was too far away for 
good photographs, but still an awesome 
sight.  "Man, what a treat!" I thought to 
myself, as I continued to hang out on the 
riverbank and replay the events that had 
unfolded before me that morning. It had 
been one of those memorable days. 
 
About 15 minutes had passed when I  
suddenly heard movement in the trees 
behind me. My heart raced, immediately thinking grizzly. I slowly swung my head around to see a dark figure moving 
through the thick timber. It was moving too swiftly for a grizzly. It was the black wolf, loping through the trees at 
about 30 yards! I watched it move about, hopping over downed logs, sniffing the ground. I was amazed it didn't sense 
me. Then, when it came into a bit of an opening, it did notice me. And when it did, it stared at me intently.  
Fortunately, I had slowly swung my large lens around on the tripod on the slim chance I might actually get a clear 
shot. It's eyes locked onto mine, through the lens, and I squeezed off a few frames. Then it put its nose in the air, 
gave me one last look, and loped off into the woods. 
 
Like I say, I feel blessed to have been gifted with the experience that morning. And capturing this stirring image of a 
wild wolf obviously made it even more amazing. 
 

                                M. Gocke, WGFD I&E Specialist 

Story Behind the Photo: 

Location, Location,  

Location...And Timing 
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TWS Council Report:  

Politics, Sexuality, and Solvency 

For the past several months The Wildlife Society Council has been engaged in difficult discussions on two issues.   
Issues many don’t consider when thinking about how to design wildlife research or promote wildlife conservation.  
One revolved around the fundamental meaning of biological sex and what it means for a human being to be male or 
female.  The other, in hindsight, is easier to grasp but just as complex in implementation.  What type of organization 
should TWS accept financial support from?  
 
I will discuss the second issue first.  Several months ago one of the TWS members from the North Carolina 
committee planning our annual conference suggested that TWS contact Bayer Bee Care about being a conference 
sponsor.  Yes, the Bayer aspirin Bayer.  Seemed like a perfect fit.  They opened a new facility in 2014 in Clayton, NC 
just down the road from Raleigh.  They are focused on the health of bees and other pollinators (https://
www.beecare.bayer.com/home).  Their mission dovetails perfectly with the Pollinators in Decline theme of the 
March/April 2016 issue of The Wildlife Professional.   What could be better or a more perfect fit? 
 
But… 
 
Bayer Bee Care is part of the Bayer Corporation.  Among the many other parts of the larger Bayer Corporation is 
Bayer Crop Science (http://www.bayer.com/en/crop-science-division.aspx).  Bayer Crop Science is one of the 
world’s largest producers of neonicotinoid insecticides which have been implicated as a major contributor to 
pollinator declines worldwide.  In 2015, the plenary session of the SD-TWS meeting was all about neonicotinoids 
and their impacts to pollinators and other wildlife.   For me, who knew nothing of this class of insecticide, the 
conference was eye opening to say the least.     
 
Bayer Bee Care was very interested in being a sponsor of the TWS Annual Conference  
(http://www.twsconference.org/).   They were very up front in their discussions with TWS Staff that Bayer Bee Care 
was part of the larger Bayer Corporation and that Bayer Crop Science was a part of that.  Council debated this 
donation extensively at the March Council Meeting and continued to do so via e-mail for several weeks after that.  
At the end of the day the decision was to accept Bayer Bee Care as a sponsor.  Why?  There were several reasons.   
Some of the most important included:  1) Bayer Bee Care is agreeing to sponsor TWS and our mission not the 
other way around.  2) Bayer Bee Care does not get to use the TWS logo as part of this agreement though we do 
get to use theirs.  3) TWS has a staff position whose sole function is to work with companies and encourage them 
to sponsor TWS and support our mission.  For any potential sponsor, Staff has a process for vetting them prior to 
acceptance that includes review by the Executive Director.  And 4) Bringing Bayer Bee Care on as a sponsor 
resulted in a relationship between them and TWS that our Society has used to improve their bee conservation 
efforts.  For example, TWS encouraged Bayer Bee Care to use locally adapted native seeds in their pollinator seed 
mix packets rather than ornamental, mostly exotic, flowering plants as they had been.   
 
The other issue is part of a much larger, often heated, debate within society on human sexuality.  The size of our 
conference, both attendees and number of presentations/concurrent sessions forces TWS to arrange conference 
facilities and hotel accommodations 3-4 years in advance.  In exchange for reserving facilities and hotels, TWS 
assumes a contractual obligation in the form of room, facility and other financial guarantees.  So it was with our 
selection of Raleigh, NC.  This site was selected several years ago and bound TWS financially.  In March this year the 
North Carolina Legislature passed House Bill 2, 
 
 “An act to provide for single-sex multiple occupancy bathroom and changing facilities in schools and public  
 agencies and to create statewide consistency in regulation of employment and public  
 accommodations.”  (http://www.ncleg.net/Sessions/2015E2/Bills/House/PDF/H2v4.pdf) 
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Council Report, Continued 

Most have likely followed at least some of the news coverage and reactions to this legislation.  Many are aware that 
several governors (at least 6) and mayors of some of our larger cities have banned all unnecessary taxpayer funded 
travel to North Carolina until this bill is modified or repealed.  These bans have the potential to curtail, perhaps 
substantially, conference attendance hurting both our Society and members who may not be able to attend.  Council 
and Staff heard from some members asking TWS, as part of our commitment to workforce diversity within the 
wildlife profession (http://wildlife.org/position-statements/), to officially and publically condemn the North Carolina 
legislation or to cancel or move our conference.  Others expressed opposing views.  Once again, Council discussed 
this issue and struggled to find the best path forward for The Wildlife Society.  Several of us lost sleep as we tried to 
figure out how to balance the diverse, often opposing, views of our membership.  In late April, after listening to and 
considering the advice of Council, President Potts sent a letter to all TWS members advising that TWS was not 
going to take a position on HB2, that we were not going to cancel or move our conference, that we were working 
with the convention center in Raleigh to provide a safe environment for all attendees and encouraging people, no 
matter their personal views on this issue, to attend what is shaping up to be a great conference.   
 
After much thought and listening to and considering the views of others on Council, I supported and advocated for 
the course of action TWS took on both these issues.  As your elected representative to Council, I wanted you to 
know.  I encourage you to share your views with me on these topics or any others you may have related to our 
professional organization, The Wildlife Society.  Your thoughts and ideas are valued and important to me and help 
me better represent our section on Council.  My contact information is shown elsewhere in this newsletter.  My 
hope is that the next several issues Council gets to discuss will revolve around how best to serve and grow our 
membership and how to implement wildlife conservation on the ground through research, policy and management.   
Thanks for all you do.  
 
                  B. Lanka, TWS Central Mountains and Plains Council Representative 
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WYTWS Nomination Form for 

Awards and Officers 

It is not too early to start thinking about deserving nominees for our WYTWS 
awards and officer positions. Please take a few minutes and give some thought 
about those who are working hard for wildlife and should be recognized for their 
efforts, as well as those who would make strong candidates for board members.  
At this year’s annual conference in Cody, awards (Professional and Citizen of 
Year) will be presented to recognize outstanding efforts by individuals in the state 
who conserve and manage wildlife and wildlife habitat. Successful candidates for 
President-elect and Board Member At-Large will be  announced at this time.  

 
To submit a nomination, please fill out the biographical information listed on the form 
below and write up a short summary of the nominee’s accomplishments in the wildlife 
conservation/management arena.   
Nominations can be e-mailed to the following: 

 
 
 
 
 

Nominee: 
 
Award (circle one): Professional      Citizen         Lifetime Achievement 
 
Officer (circle one):    President-elect        Secretary        Board Member At-Large 
 
Address: 
 
Present  Position (i.e., Specific Job Title): 
 
Academic Background: 
 
 
 
               
Professional Background: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Submitted By: 
 
Address: 
 
Phone: 

WY TWS Awards & Nominations  
Gary Fralick 
307-730-2802 
Gary.fralick@wyo.gov 

Gary Fralick, WYTWS Awards & 
Nominations Chair and WGFD 

Wildlife Biologist. 



Note from the Editor... 

Newsletter deadlines for 2016: 
 

February 15 (Winter Edition) 
 
 

May 15 (Spring/Summer Edition) 
 
 

September 15 (Autumn Edition) 
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We’re on the Web & Facebook! 

wildlife.org/wyoming-chapter/ 

www.facebook.com/WyomingTWS 

 
 
This spring, Nature has dealt Wyoming a soothing hand of precipitation.  In the distance, storm clouds boil 
yet again, and the excess moisture finally yields to gravity.  Each drop descends on its own path, nudged and 
tossed by wind, ultimately coming to rest upon a land that so often seems forsaken by drought.  Individually, 
most drops are probably insignificant, evaporating in the arid wisp of virga long before the potential to  
impact the ground.  Yet collectively, drops become showers, rivulets become rivers, and the landscape  
ultimately transforms into a kaleidoscope of life as new vegetation, flowers, and animals burst forth.   
 
As individuals, we can sometimes positively impact our chapter and the resources of our state.  Together, 
like the showers we appreciate during the growing season or rivers and lakes that persist long after, we can 
sustain life even further.  As we approach the joint WYTWS-SRM conference in Cody, I encourage each of 
you to consider what you can learn and how you can help at this event.  Let’s keep the river flowing.  
    
                                        E. Maichak 

 
More formally and specifically, we accept appropriate articles and information related to wildlife  

management and conservation activities in Wyoming from our board, members, governmental agencies, and 
non-profit organizations. Articles, photos, and other submissions can be sent to: 

 
               Eric Maichak                                        Nicole Cudworth                                 Ian Abernethy 
  ERIC.MAICHAK@WYO.GOV           NICOLE.CUDWORTH@WYO.GOV          FISHER@UWYO.EDU 


